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Abstract 
We approximate the number of linear extensions of an ordered set by counting “critical” 
suborders. 
1. Introduction 
Finding the number of linear extensions of an ordered set is difficult, this was recently 
confirmed in [l]. In view of this difficulty, Dyer et al. [2] approximate the number of 
linear extensions by a random algorithm, and Sidorenko [6] gives several bounds on 
their number. We attempt to approximate the number of linear extensions by successive 
upper and lower bounds, based on “critical” suborders of the order. 
Given a finite order P choose a noncomparable pair of elements and assign to it one 
of the two possible comparabilities. Then take the transitive closure, that is add any 
additional comparabilities required by transitivity. This produces a (partial) extension 
of P. Repeat this until there are no more noncomparable pairs, in which case the 
extension is linear of P. Any linear extension of P is formed in this way, and at 
each step we remove at least one noncomparable pair of elements from P. Therefore, 
e(P)<2fi, where N2 is the number of noncomparable pairs in P, these are the two- 
element critical orders. 
The approximation, e(P) z&(P) = 2N2 is exact only if P is a linear sum of single- 
tons and two-element antichains. (A singleton is defined to be a one-element critical 
order.) For such a linear sum the noncomparable pairs of P are disjoint and “indepen- 
dent”; assigning a comparability to one noncomparable pair of elements will not affect 
any other noncomparable pair. Otherwise P must contain a pair of noncomparable pairs 
with a common element. Equivalently, a linear decomposition of P must contain a term 
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with at least three elements, that is P must contain one of the following three-element 
critical orders: 
0 0 0 
% 
0 
In this case the noncomparable pairs are not independent; there are some assign- 
ments of comparabilities which force other comparabilities (by transitivity). We try to 
“correct” the approximation AZ. The three-element antichain has 6 linear extensions but 
A2 = 8; the other order has 3 linear extensions and A2 = 4. Thus, the actual number of 
linear extensions of either of these orders is $ of the approximated value, AZ. If one 
of these three-element orders occurs as a suborder of an order P, we expect a similar 
ratio between the approximated and actual numbers of linear extensions. However, we 
expect a similar error from each “copy” of either of these orders in P. Therefore, if 
NJ is the number of three-element critical orders in P, we multiply A2 by ( f )N3. 
The new approximation, based on the numbers of two and three-element critical 
orders, is A3(P)=2N2(i)N3. 
Theorem 1 (Lower bound). For a jinite order P, 
2N2 2 0 
Y 
4 
<e(P) 
with equality if and only if P is a linear sum of critical orders with three or fewer 
elements; where N2,N3 are the numbers of two and three-element critical orders in P. 
The definition of A3 ensures that the approximation is exact for either of the three- 
element critical orders. Thus, it is clear that e(P) = A,(P) when P is a linear sum of 
one, two or three-element critical orders. If the approximation AJ(P) is incorrect then 
a linear decomposition of P contains a term with at least four elements. Therefore, 
P must contain one of the following four-element critical orders (of course including 
the dual of the fourth): 
0 0 0 0 
% 
0 0 
We compare the actual numbers of linear extensions of these orders with the values 
of the approximation A3, to correct the approximation A3. If Q is a four-element critical 
order we calculate e(Q)/Ax(Q). The four-element antichain has 24 linear extensions but 
the approximated value, A3, is y, so the ratio is $$. In fact, for the first five orders 
the ratio is $$. The N has 5 linear extensions; the approximation is A3 = :, so the ratio 
is 9. Since the N behaves differently from the other four-element critical orders we 
consider it separately. Following what was done in the previous case we define N~,o 
to be the number of four-element critical orders, other than the N, in P, and Nd,i to 
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be the number of N’s. (For future convenience we usually shorten N4,o to N4, and in 
general we write Nk for Nk,o.) Then the next approximation is, 
It is trivial that this is exact if P is a linear sum of critical orders with four or fewer 
elements. Otherwise we expect that the value will be strictly greater than the number 
of extensions of P. 
Conjecture 1 (Upper bound). For a finite order P, 
with equality if and only if P is a linear sum of critical orders with four or fewer 
elements, where Nk, N,,l is the number of k-element critical orders in P. 
We give two examples which illustrate the approximations. Since we have not yet 
defined the five- or six-element critical orders, we give only the total number of such 
critical orders and the resulting approximation: 
e=48 e=68 
Nz = 9 A2 =512 N2=14 A2 = 16384 
Ns = 14 A3 ~9.1 Ns=36 A3 = 0.5 
N4 = 9 N4=39 
N4,1 =6 A4 M 79.2 N4,, = 16 A4 = 2120.4 
6 AS z 45.3 52 AS M 12.9 
28 A6 = 104.1 
The idea is to make a series of approximations, each a refinement of the previous 
one, by considering successively larger suborders of the order. We recursively define 
a class of orders called critical orders, with corresponding coejicients, which we use 
to make the approximations. An approximation is made by taking the product of the 
coefficients of the critical orders occurring as suborders of P (counting the number 
of occurrences). Then new critical orders are defined, based on the orders for which 
this approximation is “incorrect”. (By incorrect we mean that the approximation is not 
exact). The coefficients for these new critical orders are defined to make the necessary 
“corrections” in the next approximation. 
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The mth approximation A,(P) considers all critical orders in P with m or fewer 
elements. After defining the m-element critical orders and calculating their coefficients 
the mth approximation is 
A,(P)= n 
lQlGm,QCP 
Cp”“, Q critical 
Trivially, A,(P) =e(P) if P is a linear sum of critical orders having m or fewer 
elements; otherwise we expect A, to be an upper or lower bound for e(P) depending 
if m is even or odd. The reason for this is the idea of independence of corrections. The 
coefficients of the m-element critical orders are defined to try and correct the value of 
the (m - 1)th approximation. If the order P contains m-element critical orders which 
are not disjoint then there is some “overlap” in the corrections and we expect that we 
will overcorrect. In this way we will form an alternating sequence of upper and lower 
bounds. 
Conjecture 2 (Alternating approximations). For a jinite order P, 
n CF <e(P), m odd, Q critical, 
IQI-,QCP 
e(P) < n Cp, m even, Q critical 
IQI-,QGP 
with equality if and only tf P is a linear sum of critical orders with m or fewer 
elements. 
We are not able to prove this in general, but we can prove it for the special case 
of series-parallel orders. While calculating the number of linear extensions is easy for 
series-parallel orders, the fact that the approximation works on these orders supports 
the general conjecture. 
Theorem 2 (Alternating approximations). For a series-parallel order P, 
n CF <e(P), m odd, Q critical, 
IQ\-.QCp 
e(P)< ,Q,GpQ cpCF, m even, Q critical 
1 _ 
with equality tf and only tf P is a linear sum of critical orders with m or fewer 
elements. 
The (m + 1 )-element critical orders are defined by the orders for which the approx- 
imation A, is incorrect. An (m + 1)-element order Q is critical if Am(Q) # e(Q). The 
coefficient of Q is defined as e(Q)/A&Q). Thus, the (m + 1 )-element critical orders 
are the (m + 1 )-element orders with coefficient different from 1. This definition ensures 
that the (m + 1)th approximation is correct for all (m + 1)-element orders. 
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It is important to know which orders are critical. Suppose P is an m-element order. 
If P is linearly decomposable, then it is a linear sum of orders with m - 1 or fewer 
elements. In this case we know that &,-i(p) = e(P), so P is not critical. Therefore, 
critical orders are linearly indecomposable. However, if the general conjecture is correct 
then all linearly indecomposable orders are critical. If P is linearly indecomposable then 
it is not a linear sum of critical orders with m- 1 or fewer elements, so A,_1 (P) # e(P) 
and P is critical. In this case almost all orders are critical, since it is known that [4], 
asymptotically, almost all orders are linearly indecomposable. 
We now consider the coefficients of the critical orders. In general, not all critical 
orders (of a given size) have the same coefficient. However, all disconnected orders 
are critical with coefficients depending only on the size of the order. 
Theorem 3 (Disconnected coefficients). If P is a disconnected n-element order then 
P is critical, with coejicient 
If the general conjecture is correct then the coefficients of the critical orders must be 
greater than or less than 1, depending if the size of the critical order is even or odd, 
respectively. Furthermore, for the approximations to converge to the correct number of 
linear extensions we expect that the values of the coefficients will converge to 1 as the 
size of the critical orders increase. Unfortunately, the coefficient of each (connected) 
critical order must be calculated separately, so it is not possible to prove any results 
about their values. But we can study the sequence of coefficients for the disconnected 
critical orders, which we find behaves as expected. 
Theorem 4 (Coefficient sequence). The sequence (C,) of coeficients of the discon- 
nected critical orders satisfies 
1. c2, > 1, C2n+l < 1, 
2. (C,) converges to 1, 
3. C2nCZn+l > 1, C2n+lC2n+2 < 1, 
4. (Cz,,) is a strictly decreasing sequence, 
5. (C&+1) is a strictly increasing sequence. 
2. Proofs 
Proof (Lower bound). The proof is by induction on IPI. The result is trivial for orders 
with three or fewer elements, and we assume that it is true for all orders Q with 
IQ1 < IP(. The argument requires several special cases. These cases are not disjoint, 
but we exclude from the current case those orders covered by previous cases. 
Case (i): P=Pl * Pz * ... * P, is linearly decomposable. We say that P is a 
linear sum of PI and 4, written PI * 9, if all x E PI, y E PZ satisfy x < y. For P a 
linear sum, e(P) = e(Pl)e(Pz) . . e(P,). But each critical order is contained in some P 
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so As(P)=A#‘i)As(&). ..A3(P,). If each 4 is a linear sum of small (three or fewer 
elements) critical orders then As(q)=e(q) f or all i, and As(P) =e(P). Otherwise, 
there is 1 such that PI is not a linear sum of small critical orders so Am < e(Pl) 
and AJ(P) < e(P). 
The remaining cases use the idea of removing an element x from P, and applying 
the induction hypothesis to P\x. We calculate the change in the approximation when 
x is removed. If x is noncomparable to k other elements of P then removing x will 
remove exactly k noncomparable pairs from P. It will also remove at least (,“) critical 
triples, since x with any pair of its noncomparables is a critical triple. But not all 
critical triples containing x need have this form, so 
3 (:)+j 
A,(P) G4@\XPk 4 
0 
for some j>O. (1) 
The following numerical results are used: 
k 
2 i < 1 for ka2.5 
0 
(2) 
and 
2k+’ (?.)‘i:” =2 2 k 
0 2k (t)“) 4 
so 
is decreasing for k > 3. (3) 
In the remaining cases we assume that P is indecomposable, so we must show 
A,(P) <e(P). We show that e(P)>d3(P) for some a > 1. 
Case (ii): P has an isolated element x. If IP( =n then e(P)=ne(P\x), and 
3 (7’) 
A,(P) =&(P\x)2”_’ ; . 
0 
But 
is decreasing for n 2 4 and 23( i )3 < 4, therefore 
<n for any n>4. 
Thus 
e(P) = ne(P\x) >nA3(P\x) 2 
n ( ) p-1 ( j)‘“T” A,(P) > A,(P). 
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In the fmal cases we relate e(P) to e(P\ ) x using the following result from [6]; for 
any antichain A in P, 
C e(P\x) <e(P). 
XEA 
(4) 
If for each x E A we find some cl, such that A,(P) S cl,A3(P\n) then by (4) and the 
induction hypothesis 
e(P)> C e(P\x)> C As(P\x)> 
XEA XEA 
and we need only show that 
As(P) 
Case (iii): width(P)a3. Let A be an antichain in P with IAl >3. If x is any ele- 
ment of A then x has k 22 noncomparables and removing x will remove at least 
(i) + 1 critical triples. The reason for the extra one is there must exist y and z, with 
y comparable to x, but z noncomparable to both x and y, giving the critical triple 
{x, y,z}. For if not, every element comparable to x is also comparable to all elements 
noncomparable to X, and either P is linearly decomposable or x is an isolated element. 
Therefore, for all x E A we may choose 
(:I+1 
LY”p2k ; . 
0 
By (3) cl, is decreasing for k>3, and ol, < 3 for k = 2,3 so 
Case (iv): width(P) = 2. Since we are assuming that P is indecomposable and has 
no isolated elements, P has a (unique) decomposition into two chains, both having 
size two or greater. Let u <x be the top two-elements of one chain and v < y the top 
two-elements of the other. If k and j are the numbers of elements of P which are 
noncomparable to x and y, then removing x or y from P removes at least (‘;) + j - 1 
or (I) + k - 1 critical triples, respectively. Clearly, x and y are noncomparable and 
while it is possible that x > v or y > U, both cannot occur. Suppose that there are 
no comparabilities between x and v, and y and u, so that k, j 22. Then u and v are 
noncomparable, so {x, U, v} and {y, U, v} are also critical triples, removed with x and 
y, respectively. We choose 
and 
3 (:)+k 
c5,=2J - 
0 4 
We note that cl, is decreasing for all j and, by (3) for all k 33; similarly, a, is 
decreasing for all k and all j>3 so that l/a, + l/tly is increasing for k,jB3. It is 
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easily verified that cl,, 01~ < 2 for k = 2 or 3 and j = 2 or 3, so that for all j, k > 2, 
;+1,1. 
UY 
Otherwise x > v or y > u, suppose that y > u; so x and v are noncomparable. 
In this case k 22 and j = 1. There must be an element of P noncomparable to u, 
let z be the maximal such element. Then z is noncomparable to x, for otherwise P 
would be decomposable. So {x, u,z} is also a critical triple which includes x. Therefore, 
we may take 
k-l 
LYx=2k anday= . 
0 4 
An argument similar to the previous one verifies that for k > 2 
Proof (Disconnected coej‘icients). The proof is by induction on n. Suppose that we 
have shown the result is true for all orders with n - 1 or fewer elements. Let P be 
disconnected, so that P = PI + P2. Let m = \PI 1, then n - m = lP2 1 and m, n - m d n - 1. 
Therefore, Li =~(PI)=A,_I(PI), L2 =~(P~)=A,_I(P~) and e(P)= (i)LlLz. There 
are three types of critical orders in P; those contained in PI, those contained in P2, and 
those which are contained partly in PI and partly in P2. In fact, all suborders of the 
last type are disconnected and therefore critical. Thus, the number of k-element critical 
orders of the last type is ( ;) - ( y ) - ( “,” ) . Therefore, 
n-1 (;>-c-(“;” > 
A,-1(P)=A,-1(Pl)An-l(P2)nc, 
k=2 
Then 
However, this value is not dependent upon m, so in particular for m = 1, 
Since C, is independent of the structures 9, P2 we may consider the special case in 
which P is an n-element antichain, in order to show that the value is independent 
of m. We may calculate C,, using any value for m = IPi 1, but the coefficient C,, will 
not change, so its value is independent of m. 
To prove the second formula we consider the exponent of k in C,,; we show that it is 
(;I;)(-1)“-“. Th’ is is shown by induction on n. The result is trivial when n = k since 
the exponent is 1. Suppose now that n > k, then for all m with k <m < n the induction 
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hypothesis implies that the exponent of k in C,,, is (:I:)( - l)m-k. But the exponent of 
C, in C, is (:I:) so the exponent of k in C,, is (using the result (i) (,“) = (z) (;I:)) 
To show that all disconnected n-element orders are critical we need only show that 
C,, # 1. Let p be the largest prime number with p&n. Then p > n/2, for otherwise 
there would be a greater prime q between p and 2p <n. Thus no proper multiple of 
p occurs in the product computing C,,, so the exponent of p in C, is ( ;I:)(- l)“-P. 
Therefore C, # 1 and the n-element disconnected orders are critical. 0 
Proof (Alternating approximations). The proof is by induction on m. The proof re- 
quires the additional fact that an m-element series-parallel order is critical if and only 
if it is linearly indecomposable. That is an m-element series-parallel order is either 
critical, or linear sum of smaller (series-parallel) critical orders. This fact is trivial 
by the induction hypothesis; an m-element order is critical if and only if the ap- 
proximation A,_, is not exact, which occurs if and only if the order is not a linear 
sum of critical orders of size m - 1 or smaller. We have already proved the result 
for m=2,3. 
Suppose that m > 3, we prove the result for A,,, by induction on n = (PI. If P is 
a linear sum of critical orders with m or fewer elements, which is certainly the case 
if n Gm, then it is trivial that e(P) =A,(P). Now suppose that P is not a linear sum 
of small (m or fewer elements) critical orders, so n > m. Suppose also that we have 
proved the result for all orders smaller than P. We want to show that e(P) <A,,,(P) 
for even m, and e(P) > A,(P) for odd m. To simplify the argument we will consider 
the case when m is even, the case for odd m is similar. Since P is series-parallel, 
it is a linear or disjoint sum of the series-parallel orders 9, P2. We may apply the 
induction hypothesis to PI and P2, so e(Pl)<A,(Pl), e(A)<A,(Pz). 
If P = PI x P2 then e(P) = e(P~)e(Pz) and A,(P) =&(Pl)A,(P2). Moreover, since 
P is not a linear sum of small critical orders, it cannot happen that Pi and P2 are both 
linear sums of small critical orders. Thus, e(Pl) <A&PI) or e(q) <A,(Pz), and so 
e(P) <A,(P). 
Otherwise P = PI + P2. Let k = (PI (, so (P2( = n - k. (Without loss of generality we 
may assume that k ,< n/2). Then e(P) = (i ) e(S) e(S), and by an argument similar to 
that used to prove that the disconnected orders are critical 
A,(P) =Am(P,)Am(P2) i”I C;‘)-(‘)-(‘ri). 
I=2 
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Then 
and we need only show that this is greater than 1, or equivalently 
c [(;) - (;) - (“;“)l1-(;) >o. 
For odd m the inequality is reversed so we may combine the two cases by multiplying 
by a factor of (- 1)“. Define 
I@)=(-1Yg [(‘I) - (t) - (“r”)] l~C,+(-l).i’l~(~). 
We need only show that f(k) > 0 for 1 <k <n/2, we do this by showing that f (1) > 0 
and f is increasing for k <n/2. 
f(l)=W”~ l=2 [(y)-(i) - ~r’)]lnC~+(-l,m+lln(l) 
=(-l)m~(~~~)lnC~+(-l)“+llnn. 
We must show that this is greater than 0, for n > m. Define g(n) = f( 1); we want 
to show that g(n) > 0 for n > m. If nfm then A,(P) = e(P), so g(n) =O for n<m. 
Then it is sufficient to show that g is (strictly) increasing for n > m; then n > m 
implies g(n) Zg(m + 1) > g(m) = 0. To show that g is increasing we may show that 
Ag(n)=g(n+l)-g(n) > 0 when n8m. Trivially, Ag(n)=O when n<m- 1. To show 
that Ag(n) > 0 for n > m - 1, we will show that Ag is increasing for n > m - 1. This 
is done by considering the function A2g(n) = Ag(n + 1) - Ag(n), and showing that 
it is greater than 0 when n > m - 2 (trivially A’s(n) = 0 for n <m - 2). Continuing 
this process, for i < m we consider Aig(n); we know that A’s(n) = 0 for n <m - i and 
we need to show that A’g(n) > 0 for n > m - i. We do this by showing that a’g is 
increasing when n > m-i, by showing that the function A’+‘g(n) = A’g(n + 1) - A’g(n) 
is greater than 0 for n > m - i - 1. We end with the function A”g(n), which we will 
show is greater than 0 for all n 2 1. 
The binomial coefficient (i) is a polynomial in a of degree b. Therefore g, a sum 
of a logarithm of n and a polynomial in n of degree m - 1, is a Coo function. Thus, 
Ag(n)=g(n+ l)-g(n)=lnt’g’(xl)dxl: 
s 
nil n+l 
JJ 
x,+1 
A’g(n) = A(Ag(n)) = A(g’(xl)) dxl = g”(xz ) dxz dx 1, 
n n XI 
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and, in general, 
Since the polynomial term in g becomes 0 with the mth derivative, we conclude that 
A”g(n)=Am(-l)m+l Inn. Then 
so 
For n > 1, x,,, > 1; therefore A”g(n) > 0 since at each step the function being integrated 
is positive. Thus, all Aig(n) are greater than 0 for the specified values of n and f( 1) > 0 
when n > m. 
We now show that f(k) is increasing for k <n/2. Suppose that 1 d k < n/2, it is 
easily verified that f(k+ 1) - f(k) =g(n - k) - g(k + 1). But n - k > k and g is 
increasing, so f(k+ 1) - f(k)>O. 0 
Proof (CoefJicient sequence). To study the sequence (C,,) we consider the sequence 
of functions (fn) defined by 
fn(x)=(-l)“+lA”lnx= 2 (-l)‘+’ 1 
0 
ln(x + 1) for x > 0 
I=0 
Then 
In C, = In fi ,&‘j)‘-““-k 
k-2 
lnk=(-l)“n~(-l)‘+l 
I=0 
ln(l + I) 
=(-l>“fn-l(l) 
The proof of the alternating approximations theorem shows that fn(x) > 0 for x > = 1; 
in fact, the same argument proves this is true for all x > 0. Then for n even, In C,, > 0 
so C,, > 1; for odd n, In C,, < 0 so C,, < 1. 
We now show that (C,) converges to 1, by showing that ( fn( 1)) converges to 0. 
Since fn+l(x)=(-l)Af,(x)=fn(x)-fn(x+l) and f,(x+l)>O we see that fn(x)> 
fn+l(x). Thus, for any x, (fn(x)) is a positive sequence which is decreasing, hence 
convergent. That is, the sequence (fn) converges pointwise to some function f. We 
show that f is continuous by showing that the convergence is uniform. It is sufficient 
to show that the functions fn are decreasing, since monotonicity and pointwise con- 
vergence imply uniform convergence. We show f,‘(x) = (-l)n+l A”l/x < 0 by taking 
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the nth derivative and integrating n times (as was done in the proof of the alternat- 
ing approximations theorem). Then (d”/dx”)f,‘(x) = -,!/x”+’ < 0, so all integrals are 
negative and fn is decreasing. So (fn) converges uniformly to f, which is continuous. 
Now we show that f(x) > 0 for all x > 1, which, by continuity, implies that f (1) = 0; 
that is (fn( 1)) converges to 0. For x > 0 we know that fn(x + 1) = fn(x) - fn+, (x). 
But (fn(x)) converges so fn(x) - fn+l(x) approaches 0, so (fn(x + 1)) converges to 0. 
Therefore, (In C,) converges to 0, so (C,) converges to 1. 
Since (fn(l)) is decreasing, fzn(l) - fz,,+l(l) > 0. Which we may rewrite as 
(-l)“fn(l) + (-l)“+‘fn+l(l) > 0; equivalently, CZ~CZ~+, > 1. A similar argument 
shows that CL+1 C2,,+2 < 1. From fin(l) - f&+2( 1) > 0 we get G 1 G+2, so (G) 
is a strictly decreasing sequence. Similarly, (C zn+r) is an increasing sequence. 0 
3. Discussion 
Of course, the most important open question is: does our method of approximation 
work, is our conjecture on the alternating upper and lower bounds correct? To prove the 
conjecture, even for the second upper bound A4 seems surprisingly difficult. Attempts 
to emulate the proof for the lower bound As encounter difficulties which we explain 
later. Certainly proving the general conjecture will require a very different approach. 
If our method does yield an alternating sequence of upper and lower bounds, the next 
natural question is how good are the bounds? Can we give a maximum error on the 
bounds, based on the actual number of linear extensions of the order? What sized subor- 
ders of the order do we need to consider to make a reasonable approximation? The def- 
inition of the critical orders and coefficients guarantees that the process eventually gives 
the exact number of linear extensions. However, to be of interest the procedure should 
give a “reasonable” approximation without having to consider all suborders of the order. 
To prove the conjecture for the upper bound A4 it seems natural to imitate the proof 
for As. There are several difficulties in trying to do this, resulting from the reversal of 
the inequality. The inequality (4) which is central to proving the result for the majority 
of orders (width greater than or equal to three) cannot be used. Since the coefficient 
Cs < 1 we must determine Ns exactly, which is very difficult. 
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